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Students m.ay face
chem.ical exposure
getting exposure to dangerous
By Beth Albert
chemicals," said Fan. "OcHealth Services has no way to casionally there is leaking oyer
monitor the effect that exposure bottles, but we detect these and
to dangerous chemicals may take whatever action is
have on students, Dr. Peter Pat- necessary.''
terson, director of Health SerChemical accidents on campus
vices said in an interview yester- can occur, according to William
day.
Dotchin, director of research
"There are students here that safety.
are exposed to chemicals like the
"We ha~e been lucky because
Vietnam veterans were sprayed there is the potential for acciwith Agent Orange (a car- dents all over the place,''
cinogen)," Patterson said. "We Dotchin said.
have no way of telling these
He said it is more important
students what they are exposed to that Health Services treat rather
and let them make a decision than monitor~ "Monitoring
whether to handle them."
should be left to the safety
Professors who deal with organization,'' he said.
dangerous
chemicals
say
"Ideally, Health Services
precautions are taken.
would have an industrial chemist
"We use fume hoods for any or an industrial nurse or a
chemical considered to be hazar- library," Dotchin said. "They are
dous," said Steven Fan, chair- trying to , get an occupational
man of the chemical engineering nurse who will have familiarity
department. "We do take these with chemical accidents, but
kind of precautions."
they don't have enough money."
"We have never had students CHEMICALS, page 5

Two more blackouts
planned next week ·

A nose for the news. (George Newton photo)

Town noise law passes first test
By Annie Azzi
Steps to control noise were
taken this week by the Durham
Board of Selectmen.
The first reading of a noise ordinance was unanimously approved Monday by the selectmen.
The ordinance is aimed to
eliminate
"excessive,
unnecessarily loud noise,'' in the
town that either "disturbs, annoys, injures, or endangers the
comfort, repose, health, peace
and safety of others within the
limits of the town."
Administrative Assistant Alan
Edmond said he expects the ordinance will become law when
the selectmen vote next week.
UNH History Professor and
Durham resident Hans Heilbronner said he has been complaining
about "noise pollution" for years.
Edmond and Environmental
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Morning power outages are scheduled for next week as the University completes the move of two electric sub-stations behind the Service
Building.
Dennis Plante, engineering draftsman for Physical Plant Operation
anq Maintenance said he anticipates no problems in the last phase of
the shut-down.
.
From 6to6:15 a.m. on Tuesday power will be shut off at Forest Park
one and two, the Memorial Union Building, Philbrook and Huddleston
dining halls and the University houses between Ballard and
Rosemary Lanes.
Also Randall, Hitchcock, Devine, Gtbbs, Hunter, Engelhardt,
_ Williamson, Alexander, Hetzel, Fairchild and Stoke Halls will be
without power.
Hewitt, Conant, Murkland, and Thompson Halls will be without
power from 6 to 7 a.m. on Tuesday. The Bookstore will also be affected.

BLACKOUTS, page 6
Protection
Agency
officials
began to monitor town noise
levels a few months ago.
Heilbronner said he had to cancel classes at least five times
during the past several years
because of loud music on campus.
He named Randall Hall, next to
Horton Social Science Center, as
a past source of loud music, but
said it has not been a problem
this year. UNH has a ban on
playing music out windows.
Heilbronner, who proposed
controls at a town meeting last
March, said the ordinance would
be ''a step in th~ right direction.''
The proposed ordinance makes
it illegal to project, from one
property to another, sound that
exceeds the sound level for that
particular district.
A maximum metered sound
level for Durham residential
zones is 68 decibels during the
day, 58 at night; for the town's
commercial-residential zone, 70
during the day, 58 at night; for ·
the business and office-research
zones, 70 both day and night.
Edmond said 45 decibels will
disturb a sleeping person and 65
decibels requires a person to
shout above the noise.

Police will enforce this with
hand-held sound meters. Anyone
violating the ordinance will be
given a verbal warning. For a
second offense, the violator will
be fined $25.
Heilbronner said the fact that
people know about the ordinance
will be a deterent.
Mike Foye, Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity vice-president said it
will be "an extreme case before
they fine us."
Foye said the reason the downtown fraternity plays music outdoors is to "afford people on the
outside some enjoyment.''
Heilbronner said he is trying to
"ordinate decency," and people
should not enforce their choice of
music on others.
The ordinance would also make
it illegal to handle crates, trash
cans or similar objects between
10 o.m. and 6 a.f!l.
The unamplified human voice,
emergency and safety signals
and vehicles, maintenance work,
public gatherings and church
bells
not .violate the ordinance.
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Ex~cutive Councilor Dudley Dudley of Durham is one of the
.

driving forces behind New Hampshire's Draft Kennedy
movement. For a look at the Draft Kennedy movement on
campus turn to page three. (Jonathan Blake photo)
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.---News briefs-- Dizzy, Dartm_outh foOtball
highlight Parents' Weekend
Cyclist, car collide
A UNH student collided with a car while riding her bicycle in
Hampshire Hall on Tuesday.
Leigh Goodnough of 309 Huddleston Hall collided with a car
driven by Garrett Crow, 37, of 25 Gargen Lane when Crow turned
left onto College Road from Main Street.
Goodnough was treated and released from Wentworth-Douglas
Hospital in Dover.
·
Durham Police officer Stetson said the accident was still under
investigatioi:i. The final reP.ort w<?uld probably be issued Monday
after two witnesses were mterviewed. Stetson said he was not
sure whether failure to yield charges would be pressed against
· Crow.
fron~ of New

Jay-walker arrested

By Ella Thomas
A jazz concert, the UNHDartmouth football game, and a
National Geographic Film
Special highlight the first Parents' Weekend of tJ;_ie year.
The activities began this morning
as
parents
visited
designated classes. Those in:
terested in attending afternoon
sessions may check the schedule
at the Memorial Union Building
Information Desk.
Dizzy Gillespie and his jazz
combo will perform tonight at eight
in Sniyely Arena. Tickets can be
purchased at the MUB ticket office or at the door.
Tomorrow parents will have
the choice of attending a meeting

~ets

and Parents' Associations will
host a get-together at the Alumni
Center at 4 p.m. In the evening
there will be a National
Geographic Film Special at the
New England Center at 7: 30 and
9.

Also during the weekend parents will have the opportunity to eat
in the dining halls, have breakfast in the MUB cafeteria, attend
field hockey and cross-country
contests, and visit special
exhibits at the New England Center Gallery and the University
Galleries in Paul Creative Arts
Center.
The weekend winds up with
services and fe.llowships at local
churches Sunday,morning.

,.t';V

This week a jay-walker was arrested on Main Street as one of
the first steps taken to enforce a stricter pedestrian safety code.
The arrest was made by a Durham police officer after a
student refused to return to the curb after being told to by the officer.
From all indications, this will not be the last such incident, said
Lt. Paul Ross of the UNH Police.
1be jay-walking ·violation requires a court appearance and a ~
of up.to $100, according to Ross.
But, Ross said, he doubted that fines actually levied would exceed $20.

Drive

of the Parents Association Board
of Advisors, a Career /Life Planning Workshop, a College Open
House with deans and faculty
present from each of the colleges,
or a Student Organizations and
Club Sports Open House. All the
events start in the MUB at 9 a.m.
Tours of the Jackson Estuarine
Laboratory at Adams Point, the
Great Bay, on the R/V Jere
Chase, and the Odiorne's Point
Nature Center and Portmouth
Harbor will be given tomorrow at
lp.m.
The football game at 1: 30 p.m.
in Cowell Stadium will include a
half-time show salute by the UNH
Marching Band t-o parents.
Followin~ the ~ame the Alumni
~, -~-

1207 pints

The annual UNH fall blood drive collected 1207 pints of blood
from 1270 donors, Durham Red Cross Chairwoman Jarry Stearns
said yesterday.
"This is the best fall turnout we've ever had," she said. "It
breaks the old record by about 50 oints."
The blood drive, sponsored by the Vermont-New Hampshire
Red Cross was held in the Granite State Room of the MUB this
week.

Scientists to speak
Two.scientists will lecture at UNH this month.
National Academy of Sciences member, Ernest L. Eliel, will
speak this Tuesday. The lecture, titled "Highly Stereoselective
Asymmetric Syntheses," will be held in Parsons Hall, Room 103
at 11: 10 a.m.,
University of Illinois' Theodore Brown will speak on "Kinetic
and Mechanistic Studies of the Reactions of Transition Metal
Carbonyl Compounds," on Thursday, Oct. 18 also in Parsons at
ll:lOa.m.
Both speakers are part of the second annual lecture series
sponsored by Molay Chemical Company.

Correction
In last Tuesday's New Hampshire, it was incorrectly reported that the Portsmouth based Clamshell Alliance supported the
Seabrook occupation but was still trying to stop it.
The Portsmouth office is the central office for the New England
Clamshell Alliance which at its June congress endorsed any nonviolent occupation by groups outside the Alliance, said Roy
Morrison, of the New England Clamshell Alliance staff.
Morrison said while local Clamshell organizations may take
different positions on the occupation, the Portsmouth office
represents the Alliance as a whole and is not trying to stop the occupation.
·
·

The Weather
Skies will be mostly cloudy toni~t with temperatures in the low
60s, according to the National Weather ~ervice in Concor~.

There will be showers on Saturday with temperatures m the upper 60s.
The extended forecast calls for fair weather on Sunday and a
chance
of
showers
on
Monday
and
Tuesday.
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The gallery at the UNH Bookstore is heated by th largest passive solar heater in New Hampshire. (Jona~han Blake photo)
,

Solar syStem successfully
heats bookstore gallery
By Susan Murray
The newest building on the
UNH campus is also the biggest
passive solar heating system in
New Hamoshire, according to its
architect, Felix DeVito Jr.
The Hewitt Bookstor~'s glasswalled annex, or gallery, completed last fall, was designed to
be completely heated with sol~r
energy and so far has been a success.
"We have been intrigued by it,
and delighted by the results,"
said Bookstore General Manager
Robert Stevenson. Stevenson
described the temperature as
very well regulated in both winter and summer. ·
''The gallery has never been ~
problem for us, heat-wise," said
John Maier, associate manager
of the Bookstore. He described
coming into the Bookstore one
night last winter after a 25 degree
day and finding the gallery as
warm as the main building.
Stevenson approves of the
University's experimenting with
solar power. "Even if it hadn't
worked I would have said it was a
good move. How will you learn
anything if you don't try?"
But both Stevenson and Maier
believe too few people recognize

that the gallery is a solar collector. They said people rarely express interest in the solar aspect
of the building.
"They say 'how nice, how attractive, how different'," Stevenson said~ "They like the cathedral
ceiling effect.''
"I don't feel the public is aware
of it," Maier said. He feels a
plaque shbuld be displayed in the
gallery explaining its function as
a passive solar collector.
A passive solar heating
system's architectural design is
used to increase solar radiation
in the winter, but is without any
system
for
storing
and
distributing the heat.
"There's a genre of buildings
designed to maximize solar
potential," said DeVito. He said
the whole gallery was designed to
be a collector system.
The concrete block wall in the
gallery, which was used as a sunscreen in the 1950s, was converted to a collector by painting it
flat black. The outer wall was
formed with insulating glass and
the bookcases were backed with
transluscent glass to provide indirect light.
"I think it fits the site
beautifully," DeVito said. "It

doesn't mimic the surrounding
buildings and it doesn't fight
them.''
DeVito too, is disappointed by
how little interest has been shown
in the passive collector at UNH.
Mentioning that a natural energy
group on , campus hadn't even
known about the collector,
DeVito said, "I'm astounded at
how unaware the campus community is."
DeVito attributes his interest in
solar structures to a summer
spent working on an experimental building in Little Spruce
Head, Maine as part of a small
research team including Buckminster Fuller.
"At a time when most people
were seeing a conflict between
nature and technology, Fuller
saw the essential connection,
which is, of course, man," DeVito
said. DeVito saw his use of glass,
steel, wood, concrete as a result
of Fuller's influence.
Despite DeVito's surprise at
the lack of interest in a successful
solar collector, he is optimistic
about the future of solar-heated
buildings.
''There is no future for any
other kind,'' he said.
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Acacia set to open as dorm
By Claire DiPrisco
The Mill Road House, formerly
Acacia Fraternity, is ready to
open as a dorm.
The fraternity is expected to
sign a lease next week that would
turn the house over to Residential
Life for three semesters, said
George Nagem,. assistant director of Residential Life.
Nagem said as soon as the
lease is signed, 44 freshman
women from build-ups will be
randomly selected to move into
the Mill Road House.
Fifty thousand dollars worth of
renovations were completed last
week, said Nagem.
However .Carl Aichel, of Aichel
General Contractors of Newfield

been a gang-shower before.
A new fire alarm system was
installed by the RBL company
and was completed before the
semester began.
The women will move into 23
rooms, most of which are
aouoJes.
Acacia was closed in June
when its charter was suspended
by the national organization.
The University recommended
the move on the bases of
behavioral difficulties, financial
problems and non-compliance
with town safety codes, according to a June 14 letter from J.
Gregg Sanborn, director . of
student activities.

said his company completed the
work by the time school started.
Renovations which began in mid
August were done except for a
few "odds and ends," he said.
Phil Philbrick, an Aichel employee, said they "worked all
kinds of hours to get it done" by
the start of the semester. ''Every
hinge on the doors was
crowbarred."
Aichel Contractors painted the
entire interior, replaced every
corridor and fire exit door, and
installed all new carpeting.
Six thousand dollars was spent
on new doors, according to
Philbrick. The only actual construction work was done in the
second floor bathroom which had .

ACACIA, page 14

Crowds down on disco night

Bad news for Bean scene
I

By Dana Jennings
and Tom Lynch
It's Rick Bean disco night at
the MUB Pub. Bean's not there.
He stands at the fountain in
Pistachio's Ice Cream Parlor,
surrounded by teenagers. He's
buying them ice cream.
A student in disco attire walks
into Pistachio's, saunters up to
Bean and asks, "Is it supposed to
pick up at all?"
It's a slow night at the MUB
A barren tree stands tall in the College Woods. (Susan Mead
Pub.
photo)
"I don't know what's going on,"
says Peter Boulanger, a Bean
fan. ''Last year they were packed
on Wednesday and Sunday
nights. People were here at six.
There were lines."
Bean thinks it's a combination
of things.
"A lot of things that made the
University an exciting entity are
By Wayne Winters
movement a big boost both gone," says Bean. "Everything's
Student organizing and fund locally and statewide, said down a little.
raising for the Draft Kennedy Dudley.
"I ask everybody what's going
movement has already begun on
But it is the UNH campus that on. The freshmen accept it as
campus, according to Richard concerns Jenkinson.
part of college life. It's the
Jenkinson, the movement's field
"The way I look at it is the sophomores,- the kids in between
coordinator for Rockingham and campus will be a total entity in it- that are getting it the worst."
Strafford Counties.
self: We're trying to get all inThe primal thump of disco
Like its parent movement, New terested people together and talk music reverberates off the
Hampshire Democrats for about how a write-in works, and glassed rear wall of the MUB
Change, chaired by Executive what needs doing," he said.
cafeteria. Red and blue spotlights
Councillor Dudley Dudley, the
Student Body President Doug glisten on an empty dance floor.
campus movement is currently Cox, one of the leading parBean walks slowly to his record
focusing
its
efforts
on ticipants in the newly formed stash, picks out an album and
preliminary organization and Students to Draft Kennedy Com- puts it on. He shouts at the
staff recruitment, and the mittee, agrees.
audience-.:.he doesn't need a louddistribution of draft-Kennedy
"I believe students will be a speaker-' 'Is anybody interested
cards to raise money, Jenkinson very significant force in this in anvthing to get them to
said.
whole thing. Ninety-five hundred dance?"'
Kennedy's announcement two votes is a good chunk. It could be
He is met by silence.
·
weeks ago that he might seek the the thing that wins it for him," he
''This is the worst,'' Bean says,
Democratic
presidential
''People usually come, but they
nomination has given the KENNEDY, pagel5
know th.e y don't have ~o come

early. It usu~lly picks up."
Sophomore Jim Hilliard, hands
on chin, stares out the counter
window at the grill. He eats an ice
cream and listens to the music.
There is no hustling and bustling
in the kitchen. Hilliard is the only

one there.
He has sold one order of french
fries all night.
''The drinking age has had an
effect," said Hilliard. "There's

BEAN,page9

Draft Kennedy
comes to campus

The annual UNH Blood Drive collected over 1200 pints of blood this week (Paul Fachada
.
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Crowds are smaller at Rick Bean's disco nights in the MUB
Pub and he doesn't really know why.

Rampa-I concert:
Summer. sell-out
By Debra Lukacsko
In January, world renowned
flutist Jean-Pierre Rampal will
perform in concert at UNH.
· But many students who wished
to see the concert will not be able
to attend because individual
tickets were not available.
The Celebrity Series, which
sponsored this event, only offered
the tickets to season subscribers.
"The University only offers us
such a small subsistence and siiice
ticket- sales are such a risky
business, we had to sell the suoscriptions so that there would be
a base from which to operate,"
said Ann Cochran, assistant
director of programming. "It's
better to offer subscriptions than
two weeks before an event find
out that there have been no
sales," she said.
"Students are offered the subscriptions before anyone else.
The applications were mailed out
.to students during the summer

.

·.
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and a few days later were offered
to anyone else," she said.
However, few students purchase the series of tickets.
The individual ticket orice for
student tickets is $4.50. Students
receive a 20 percent discount on a
series subscription (the purchase
of four or more event!;).
A tfoket office salesperson in.
the Memorial Union Building
stated many students don't purchase the series of tickets and·
weren't given a fair deal.
"No over the counter sales
were allowed. Besides that, there
was a cut off date for the subscriptions. I have applications
from people who paid for their
tickets in August, but since they
arrived after the deadline, I can't
give them any,'' she said.
Cochran said negotiations were
in progress with Rampal for an
additional performance.

CELEBRITY, page 5
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I was a teenage ambulance crew worker
By Laura Meade
The high-pitched tones of my
pager interrupts the instructor in
the middle of her explanation of
the accusative case in German.
"Durham Fire Department
dispatching apparatus to Dover
Road, Rt. 108, across 'from the
O~d Colony gas station," says the
dispatcher, "for a motor vehicle
accident with multiple p.i. (personal injury). Ambulance crew
report to the station Code Three.
Full crew needed for 15Ambulance Two."

I'm down the two flights of
stairs and out in front of
Murkland Hall by the time the
message has been repeated. The
fire engine and rescue truck are
pulling out of the station as I
arrive.
Carolyne Avery, a senior
zoology major was in the ambulance warming it up when I
arriJ.red. The third member of the
ambulance crew, nursing student
Jackie Crombie, turned into the
parking lot of the fire station.
With sirens wailing and red

Are you missing that touch of
foreign intrigue in your life?

lights flashing, we headed out.
Carolyne, the driver, alerted the
dispatch center that we were on
our way. We also heard that the
second ambulance was coming
from the Lee-based station.
We soon arrive at the scene.
Blue and red lights marked the
accident and policemen were
directing traffic. Two cars had
collided head-on. Members of the
fire _ department and police
already
were
department
examining the victims.
Jackie, as the primary or person-in-charge, was first. I carried
the "off-kit" which contains different bandages and dressings.
Carolyne joined us after the am-

bulance was parked.
There were five victims: three
students in one car who were on
their way to school, and a young
women and her three-year-old
daughter, who were heading to
the Newington Mall to go shopping.
One of the officers told us that
the woman had swerved to the
left to avoid hitting . a bicyclist
and collided with the other car.
Both cars were badly damaged,
but no one was critically injured ..
The driver of the car with the
students had smashed his head
against the steering wheel and
had an inch-long cut above his
left eye. He was also com lainin

Eyeglass Savings
from the full service speclal~~-'S. of

bllNETTE BPl'IQD!

If so .....

LICENSED OPTICIANS

Come join the International
Students Association

20Percent

-meet people from faraway lands
-share in fun-filleq times

Discount for all UNH
.students and faculty

-enrich your life
==:::::

You too are an International Student :::;:=:
For any information-see Jeanne in the :::;:::
Dean of Students Office, Huddleston.

Just bring in your prescription or let us copy it
.
from your eyeglasses.

AO Soft Contact Lenses

S195.

466 Central Ave.

Comple•e

-749-2094

UPPER SQUARE, DOVER. N.H.

We're on the Kari-Van line!I
•Does not include sales or contact lenses

of a stiff neck and sore back. After placing a cervical collar
around his neck and a bandage
over the wound, the firemen
assisted us in placing him on a ·
backboard and onto the stretcher.
The other two students weren't
seriously injured, but they would
be taken to the hospital for a
check-up.
Carolyne was in the back of the
ambulance with the driver of the
car, taking his vital signs: blood
pressure, pulse, and pupil reaction.
Meanwhile the crew from the
second ambulance was working
on the woman and her child. Both
had been wearing seatbelts, but
the impact caused the mother's
head to jerk forward, so she was
also complaining of a stiff neck. A
cervical collar and backboard
were administered and she was
placed on a stretcher and put into
the second ambulance. Her
daughter was crying hysterically
from fright and had no visible
signs of injury, but would also be
looked at at the hospital.
When both ambulances were
loaded, the policemen cleared the
way for us to get to the hospital.
Carolyne was driving again and
alerted the dispatcher that we
were enroute to the hospital,
Code Two. With red lights still
flashing, both units headed to
Wentworth-Douglass Hospital in
Dover.
Jackie and I worked on the
three students, taking vital signs,
asking what had happened, getting their names and addresses.
This information can save the
hospital time when we arrive.
The driver was quite concerned
over the condition of his car, but
all three were fairly calm. The
conversation in the back of the
ambulance switched from talk of
the accident to courses and the

AMBULANCE, page 8

What Do You Want From College?
/

Financial Security?
Add It To Your Schedule.

Increase your options from
the beginning. In college, you
are looking ahead to some
good years. Your ultimate
goal is getting that college
degree, secure in the knowledge that it will enhance
your financial future.
To make that degree more
meaningful, you should increase your options from the
beginning.
And you can do that
through Army ROTC.
Army ROTC offers practical leadership with hands-on
adventure training. You'll get
management experience,
which will develop your
ability to accept greater
responsibi I ities.

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT
ITTAKES TO LEAD
For More Information Contact:

Capt. Don Fowler
Zais Hall 203
862-1078

You can be part of this exciting curriculum in the first
two years. And there's no
obligation. You'll earn $100 a
month for 1O months each of
the last two years in Army
ROTC.
Upon graduation you'll be
wearing the gold bars of an
Army officer. With the kind of
experience you get in Army
ROTC, you're qualified for
many careers, mi I itary or civilian.
Army ROTC provides for
both - either active duty status with a competitive starting salary or you may pursue
your full-tjme civilian career
while serving with a Reserve
Component I National Guard
unit.
Get a good start. Increase
your options from the beginning with Army ROTC.
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CELEBRITY

continued from page 3
The Celebrity Series is presenting Dizzy Gillespie tonight at
Snively Arena. Tickets are
available at the door.
In addition to Rampal and

exposure

THE 1980s ARE HERE! l
1980 Citation 2D hatchback 4-speed
1980 Chevette 2D Hatchback 4-speed
1980 Malibu 4D sedan V-6 Automatic

STILL A GOOD SELECTION
OF 1979s AT BIG SAVIN GS

ll
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I

L -~ ·:--· . _. al .

PARENTS WEEKEND BEGINS. An opportunity for parents
to visit campus and enjoy a weekend of varied activities.
Special events will continue throughout the weekend. See
ad, this issue, for complete sch~dule.
THESIS DEFENSE: "Diagenesis of Phosphorus in Carbonate Sediments from Bermuda," by Kevin M. Wilson. •
James Hall, Room 115, at 2 p.m.
FREE LECTURE BY DIZZY GILLESPIE: Rehearsal.followed
by informal discussion. Snively Arena, 2:30 p.m. Performance will be held tonight in Snively Arena at 8 p.m. See
listing below for specific information.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: Boston University, Memorial
Field, 3:30 p.m.
LECTURE SERIES -- THE REFLECTION OF THE OCEAN
IN OUR LIVES: First lecture of series: "Where the Land
Meets the Sea," a discussion of the environments which
constitute New Hampshire's coastal area. Speakers: Charles
Breeding, Franz Anderson, and Bruce Miller. Iddles
Auditorium, 8 p.m. Sponsored by Speakers Bureau/DCE/The New Englan~ Center, with special assistance from
the Marine Advisory Program. Advance registration at
DCE (862-2015) requested for admission. Other lectures will
be held October 12, and November 2 and 9.
CELEBRITY SERIES PRESENTS: Dizzy Gillespie. The elder
statesman of jazz will play music for all generations with his
own combo and a big band rehearsed by David Seiler,
Director of the UNHJazz Band. Snively Arena, 8 p.m. UNH
students and senior citizens $4.50 in advance; general admission $6 .50.
MUB PUB: Fleet Street Shuffle, folk and blues, 8 p.m. 20
and over only; $.50 cover charge.

health fee could cover the expense of some research, said
Patterson.
Patterson said, "We don't have
enough money to research it (the
chemical problem).''
Funds from a mandatory
health fee could cover the expense of some research, said Patterson.
"It's a tax, and people who
never use it will have to pay the
tax," Patterson said. "But those
people may be exposed to
chemicals and come back to us in
20years."
Last spring, the Health Services Advisory Committee voted
to support a $40 mandatory
health fee.
But Vice-President for Student
Affairs Richard Stevens postponed the implementation of the
fee until a comprehensive study
of student health needs could be
done.
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continued from page 1

659-3215 RTE. 108 659-3215
Newmarket. N.H.

USED CARS

campus calendar

Gillespie, the Celebrity Series
has presented the Ohio Ballet and
. will
present
the
National
Marionette Theatre, Eli Wallach
and Anne Jackson, the New
Hamp:;hire Symphony, the Prince
Street Players, the Jose Limon
Chamber Dance Company and
the Los Angeles Chamber . Or~ CHEMICALS
chestra.

Great Bay Motor Co., Inc.

We Service V\lhat We Sell
Y our Authorized Cheprolet
Dealer in the Durham Area

WELCOM.E!
PARENTS ~y.~ DARTMOUTH

''Kick Off Fall''

LSAT
and

SA TU RDA Y, September 29
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: Boston University, Lewis
Field, 10 a.m.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: Rhode Island, Lewis Field, 11
a.m.
MARINE PROGRAM OPEN HOUSE: Marine-related
research projects will be on display and a variety of seafood
dishes will be available for sampling. Marine Program
Building, 1-4 p.m. Open to all.
MENS FOOTBALL: Dartmouth, Cowell Stadium, 1:30 p.m.
Season tickets or $3.50 general admission (at the gate).
T AE KWON DO DEMONSTRATION: Presentation will
include an explanation of Tae Kwon Do, as well as boardbreaking, patterns, and .sparring. Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 6 p.m. Admission $.50 per person.
MUB PUB: Fleet Str~et Shuffle, folk and blues, 8 p.m. Open
to all; 50- cover charge.

Amity
Review Seminars
15 student average class size
Team teaching technique
Convenient weekend classes
EXCLUSIVE MATH REFRESHER

800·243·4767

With Our

Early Bird
Outerwear

Deluxe
Sundae
Dinner

SALE

SUNDAY, September 30
MEN'S BASEBALL: St. Joseph's Brackett Field, 1 p.m.
Double-header.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Klute," starring Jane Fonda and
Donald Sutherland. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7
and 9:30 p.m. Admission$.75 or MUSO Film Pass.
.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, with oldies, 8 p .m. 20 and over only;

1

BUY

GET
FREE

YOU CAN
WEAR THIS
WOOLRICH
SILVER BOW
INSULATED
MOUNTAIN
PARKA
REGULAR s75

PAGE FIVE .

$.SO cover charge.

(each mold 112 gal.
ice cream)

;

I!

17 Mart Shopping Ctr.

I
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r---------notices---------.. Two more blackouts
GENERAL

CAREER

AMERICAN RED CROSS TRAINING: A class for CPR
instructors is scheduled for Tuesday and Thursday, October 9 and 11, at 7 p.m. at N.H. Hall 104. Those with a
current Basic Life Support certification are eligible,
however only those who are willing to teach in 1 or more
BLS courses during the year will be considered. Advance registration may be made by calling the First Aid
chairman at 868-2339.
ATTENTION JEWISH STUDENTS: For rides to Yorn
Kipper services Sunday night and Moriday morning,
contact Dave, 742-4596. Also, information on a breakfast
Monday evening.
R. BUCKMINSTER FULLER DISCUSSION GROUP:
"Furthering Synergetics." Every Wednesday, Environmental Mini Dorm, at 9:30 p.m. Open antiPythagorean discussion group featuring rational low-integer coordination of all physical experience. 60 degree
vs. 90 degree angular coordination. The history and
future of measurement physics.
LECTURE/DISCUSSIONS ON CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN THEATER: Discussions to be led by
UNH faculty. Wednesdays, October 3-November 7, Paul
cre~tive Arts Center, Room 212, from 1-2 p.m. Open to
all students.
BILLIARD LESSONS: Beginning October 11, billiard
lessons for the novice and beginner will be offered every
Tuesday and Thursday in the Memorial Union Games
Area, from 5-7:30 p.m. Learn the fundamentals of the
game of pocket billiards. Here is your opportunity to
learn correctly and improve quickly. To sign up, please
see ·Stan Copeland in the MUB Games Area. $1 charge
per night. Men and women welcome.
PRELAW MEETING: For all students interested in
Law School. Tuesday, October 2, Social Science Center,
Room 304, at 1 p.m.
SQUARE DANCE: The St. Thomas More Student Council will sponsor a square dance on Friday, October 5 in
the St. Thomas More Activities Center (Madbury Road)
at 8 p.m. Entertainment will be provided by the Last
Chance String Band; refreshments will be served. You
don't have to know how to dance to attend! Admission
$2. Open to all.
ITALIAN LUNCHEON: An Italian luncheon will be held
on Tuesdays from 12 noon-1 p.m. in Murkland 102. All
those in the campus community who wish to practice
their Italian are invited to attend.

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT information
will be available to students by staff counselors on Monday, October 1, from 1-4 p.m., on the MUB balcony.

continued from page 1

MEETING OF THE WOMEN'S CENTER: We invite all
women from UNH and the community fo come and find
out who we are! Wednesday, October 3 Room 134
Memorial Union, at 7 p.m.
'
'
TESSERACT SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY: Meeting,
Monday, October 1, Coos Room (near MUB PUB), at
7: 30 p.m. S.F. book sale and world construction.
SAILIN~ CLUB OUTING: Saturday, September 29,
Mendum s Pond, at 11 a.m. Meet in front of the MUB.
Bring your own lunch; drinks will be provided. Sailing
from 11 a.m.-2 p.m.; racing from 2-4 p.m.
SAILING C~UB MEETING: Sunday, September 30,
Senate-Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m. A
class on beainnim! racin2 will be held.
NHOC-HIKING AND BACKPACKING ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: For all people who are interested
in hinking and backpacking. Monday, October
1, Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, at 6
p.m.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY
WOMEN (AAUW): The Durham Branch of the AAUW
cordially invites all women who hold bachelor's degrees
from accredited institutions to join with us on the first
Monday of each month. The meetings take place at 7: 30
p.m. in the Alumni Room of New Hampshire Hall. The
next meeting will take place on Monday, OctoberJ. The
AAUW is a national organization of about 200,000 members. For more information, contact Gail Battista at
H~
.
SIMULATIONS GAMES CLUB: "Dungeons and
Dragons Session." Friday, September 28, Grafton
Room, Memorial Union, 6:'30 p.m.-12 midnight. Several
DM's running their worlds; room for lots of players.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION: Tuesday, October 1, Rockingham Room, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m.
Call Robin, 868-2257, for more information.
,
THE GRANITE YEARBOOK--ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: Wednesday, October 3, Grafton Room
Memorial Union, from 6-7 p.m. We'll be discussing
theme and coverage. Open to all.

The ·circuit for Parsons, McConnell and Horton Halls will be shut
down from 7 to 7:30 a.m. Tuesday.
·
_The last part of the po_wer outage~ will_ take place Friday morning.
Kmgs?ury Computer Wmg, Spaulding Life Science Center and Paul
Cr~abv~ Arts Center will be switched from Public Service power to
Umversity power.
"W~ did not w~nt ~pe computers t~ be interrupted during the change
over, Plante said. There shouldn t be any problems switching them
back."
. The sub-statio~s are being moved to clear a site for a new incmerator that will help heat the University and dispose of waste for
UNH and 12 surrounding towns, according to a Service Department
spokesman.
The spot power outages began Sept. 15.

ACADEMIC

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIMMING AND
DIVING--ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Monday,
9ctober 1, Field House, Room 30, at 3:30 p.m. All men
mterested in competitive swimming who cannot attend
please contact Coach Frank Relies at the Field House'
862-1834.
,
ROSTER DEADLINES FOR INTRAMURALS: Entry
rosters due Monday, October 1 for men's golf and corss
c~untry, and )'VOmen's golf and cross country. Room 151,
Field House, or call ~2-2031.

INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: Friday, September 28, McConnell 218, at
7: 30 p.m. Time of fellowship and worship.

BLACKOUTS

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP: Application deadline for
spring semester 1980 is November 1, 1979. For complete
information,. see Prof. H. Sherman, Ombudsman's Office, 51 Hamilton Smith Hall, 862-1087.
.

RELIGION

planned next week

STUDY

ABROAD
WITH
SYRACUSE
UNIVERSl1Y
SEMESTER PROGRAMS:
• Florence • Madrid
•Strasbourg• Amsterdam
• London
• Mexico
•Variety of courses offered •No
b~ckground required
•Financial Aid available. •Summer
program available in England, Italy,
Israel, Au stria, East Africa
•Applications for Spring 1980
semester ar.e due by October 15th.
lai;igua~e

NAME--------------------------

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE_ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __

PROGRAM OF I N T E R E S T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - For more information and application return to
Division of International Programs Abroad ·335 Comstock Ave , Room N, Syra cuse , N y 1321 o
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Known for such
great songs as:
I

SNEAKIN' SALLY THROUGH THE
'ALLEY
,
, YOU'RE GONNA GET WHAT'S
COMING
GIVE ME AN INCi-( GIRL
BAD CASE OF LOVING YOU
CDOCTOR,DOCTOR)

With Andy Pratt ,
"'

/

October 14, ·s: oo p.m.
Field House
Reserved Seating
Tickets on Sale .
·Monday October 1
· $5.00-Students
\"
$6.50 - Non-Students & at
Door
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-. 1RAeE EtGHT

Teenage ambulance driver

SOUND
.E XPRESS

_]'ff-E ~~Now

AMBULANCE .
continued from page 4

ARICKEY R. BOUNDS
DISC JOCKEY
Great for parties, dances-, semi-formals,
etc .. . featuring a unique sound and
light show!
I

,

Specializing in
Popular Rock and
Disco Entertainment

Res: 22 Hall Court
Portsmouth, N .H: 03801
(603) 436-8397 /

;
·
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E what's going on! i
If you want your group,
your pa_rty, your club covered
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come to the meeting
Wed.,Oct.3,6-7p.m.
. Grafton Ro01rz, MUB

medical histories, a·n d apparent
injuries of the patients -and concluded with our estimated time of
outlook for the UNH football
arrival. Ambulance Two did the
team.
same for their patients moments
later.
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I Carolyne soon signed us off at
the hospital and proceeded to
back the rig up to the emergency
doors. Nurses and aides helped us
m carrying off the two stretchers
and we loaded the patients onto
beds in the emergency room. After fixing up the stretchers and
gathering our equipment, we
headed back to quarters.
Jackie critiqued the accident
and the way it was handled
during the ride back. There were
no apparent problems and
everything had gone smoothly,
but she pointed out various things
Hook & Ladder Lounge
to look for in accidents like .this,
such as shock, concussions and
presents
anxiety and how to deal with
them.
When we got be)ck to the
station, we checked the equipment and cleaned out the ambulance. Then Carolyne and I
headed to our 10 a.m. classes,
•-------------------------~• pagers still on since we were on
call until 7 p.m. that evening. The
whole run lasted about an hour
Fri.,· 9/28
J
and a half.
Ras myth
The members of the corps are
volunteers and are made up of
(country pop)
and
to~nspeople
students,
firemen. These members donate
some of their time each week to
being "on call." While on call,
Sat. 9/29:
members . are expected to go to
the station in less than eight
John Perreault
minutes if an ambulance is
needed. Pagers are worn to alert
the crew members on call.
Make your reservations anyr ime
The corps services the campus
for lunch- & dinner & j c•in
and the surrounding area 24
us at che
hours a day, seven da~s a week.
HOOK & LADDER LOUNGE
"I like being an ambulance atenjoy
I
because
tendent
O rc hard St. 749-3636 Dover, N . H .
providing emergency care--being
_ , ~ ~
in a position of skill and
~·
knowfledfge ant_d a~!e t?daCpply it in
:_
__ . ___ . .
,
_,
1
l_~i.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~aueu1 uocw~ sru aroyne.
Jackie used the radio in the
back to alert the hospital that we
were coming in. She informed the
hOS{>~tal of the ages, vital signs,

FIREHOUSE 1
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PARENTS' WEEKEND
Schedule of Events
Friday, September 28, 1979
8: OOam-3: OOpm: Classes: Designated classes are open to visitors, pick
up schedule at the Memorial Union Information Desk.
3:00pm-5:00pm: Registration, Memorial Union lobby .
3: 30pm Field H9Ckey: UNH Women vs. Boston University, Memorial
Field, New Hamp~hire Hall.
4: 15pm-6: l~pm: Dinner-Stillings and Philbrook, $3.50, pay as you go,
.
no reservations necessary.
4: 30pm-6: 30pm: Dinner-Huddleston, $3.50, pay as you go, no reservations
~
necessary. .
8: OOpm: Lecture: ''Where the Land Meets the Sea'', a discussion of the
environments that constitutes New Hampshire's coastal area.
Iddles Auditorium, Parsons Hall.
8: OOpm: Music: Dizzy Gillespie, the elder statesman of jazz, plays
music for all generations with his own combo and a big band
rehearsed by Dave Seiler, director of the UNH Jaz.z Band, Snively
Arena. Students tickets, $4.50, general admission, $6.50. ·

Saturday, September 29, 1979
8: OOam-11: ooam: Registration, Memorial Union Lobby.
Tours-of Great Bay on R/V Jere Chase, lpm, 2pm, and 3pm.
8: 00-Noon: Meals. Continental Breakfast through the line: juice,
Limited space on tours available, must sign up 'a t registration
danish, doughnuts, and coffee; Memorial Union Cafeteria.
.
·.
table, Memorial Union Lobby.9:00am-10:00am: Open Meeting Parents Association Board of Advisors,
'tours of Odiorne Point Nature Center and Portsmouth Harbor
Memorial Union. Hillsboro.Sullivan ~oom.
a "rocky shore" program conducted by the Center staff and
9: OOam-11: ooam: Workshop: A Career/Life Planning Workshop designed to
·
docents. Pick up more information at the registration
help participants make career-life decisions at any
table, Memorial Union Lobby.
point in their lives; Memorial Union, Senate-Merrimack
1: 30pm: Football: UNH vs. Dartmouth, Cowell Stadium. Reserved seats $5,
Room.9: ooam-Noon: College Open House: Deans and faculty from each of the
general admission seats, $3.50, available at the gate
colleges will be on hand to meet with parents and answer
The UNH Marching Band will salute parents during the
questions. Dr. Gordon Haaland, Vice-President for Academic
half-time show.
Affairs will welcome parents at llam, Memorial Union,
4:00pm-5:30pm: A Gathering: The Alumni and Parents associations will host
·
·
Strafford Room.
a get-together following the afternoon's activities; John
9:QOam-Noon: Student Organizatic;ms and Club-Sports Open House: An
S. Elliott Alumni Center.
opportunity to talk with students about their club or
5: 30pm-8: 30pm: Meals: .Dinner from the menu at the New England Center
orgnization. Memorial Union, Student Organization
Restaurant. Make reservations directly with the Center
offices and displays throug~ut the Union building.
r
'
603-862-2815.
1o:ooam: Cross Country: UNH Women vs. Boston University, Cowell
7:30pmand 9:00pm: A National Geographic Film Special: "The Great Whales",
Stadium.
New England Center, Birkshire Room.
10: OOam-2: OOpm: Continuing Education Open House: Representatives from
the many offices that provide on-going educations!
8:30pm: Music, New England Center, WildwoodLounge.
opportunities will be·available to talk about their
Sunday, September 30, 1979
programs, New England Center, Hotel Lobby, Adams Residential Tower.
am: Services and Fellowships. Local Churches
10:30and
Noon: Admissions: Tour and information session, Admissions
Exhibitions on Campus
Office, Thompson Hall.
A. special exhibit on marine P.hotographs and paintings will be on
11: OOam: Cross Country : UNH Men vs. Rhode Island, Cowell Stadium.
display.at th~ New En~la~d Center Galler~. Open Friday and Saturday, 7am-8pm, Sunday, uam-8pm
1: OOpm-4: OOpm : Marine Program Open House. Exhibits, Marine Building,
The Umversity Galleries m the Paul Creative Arts Center will
_
Kingsbury Hall.
show an exhibit of cermics, woven hangings, wood carvings
, __
Tours of Jackson ~stuarine Laboratory, Adams Point, lpm,
paintings and prints by Edwin Scheier, former professor of '
2pm, and 3pm. Limited space on tours available, must
arts at UNH. The galleries are OQen Saturdav and Sun~a:y lnm• • • · .... · · · "' · · · '/:.·~. '• ol:'r t • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • ! •
' 5pm, clo~~d F'titlA!. •
silm up at registration table, Memorial Union Lobby.
t l 4
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Bad n ,e ws
for Bean
BEAN

continued from page 3
no doubt about it. ' '
''This is the only place in town
for under-20s," Bean says, "but
they're not responding."
Eventually, people begin to
dance. Soon, the dance floor is
crowded--but now the tables are
nearly empty.
"It's really moving now,"
someone shouts. "They're dancing. Oh, boy."
"Everybody wanna group up,"
Bean shouts, "so we can get more
people <?Ut here?''
The poor i;tttendance bothers
Bean, but he gives credit to the

Pub's organizers for sticking it
out. "The Pub is committed at
least to the . end of the semester.
so you've got to give them that,';
he says. "I'm under contract until then. It's not great, but they're
still willing to take the chance."
''Sometimes I feel like going in
front of T-Hall and shouting,
'Where are all the people?' " says
BQ'l:llanger.
"I wish I knew the secret of getting people to come," Bean says.
"If anybody finds that out, let me
know."
Bean continues his show with
the same lively patter he would
have used had the Pub been full.
His voice gives no hint of the
problem facing him and the Pub.
lleknows it's there, though.
"I'm disappointed, because
I've had both sides of the spectrum,'' he says, looking out over
the sea of yellow plastic chairs.
- "Nothing's more awakening
than a shot of reality."
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WE WANT YOUR INPUT

SHOE

--THE GRANITE-a meeting to discuss
theme, layout scheme & coverage
WEDNESDAY,z SEPTEMBER 26, 6-7 p.m.

.

In

Gra1tonRm., MUB
ALL WELCOME!

The New H~mpshlre

Franklin Theatre
Friday only Sept. 28

''Harold & Maude''

Coffee Coupons !

Ruth Gordon
6:30 &8:30

Sat. only Sept. 29

-MUB Cafeteria$5.00 Value for $4.00!
Entitles You To·20 Cups
of Coffee

Woody Allen's

''Interiors''
6:30&8:30

Sunday only Sept. 30

''Superman''
6:30 &9:00

Mon. Tue. Wed.
Oct. 1,2,3

May be Purchased at:
M~B Ticket Office

''Hot Stuff''

---=-~~

Dom Deluise

.

6:30 &8:30

.
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ADDRESS·---------------~--------~

CITY_-:-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~->-ITATE

Total Order--------------------------~
An1ount.__
--:----,...-------------~-------Postage
&Hand.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
_
Sales Tax (VT,N.Y.) _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ , ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - TOTAL___·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
~

TITLE/ Artist/$
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"'f""

...........
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-
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Enclose a check or money order. For each tape ordered ADD 25¢. Add 50¢ for the
first two LPs or tapes for postage & handling, 15¢ for each additional LP or tape.
Please note: MINIMUM ORDER 2 LPs or tapes. Vermont & New York residents
add sales tax.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1 THE KNACK/The Knack/ $5.49
2 BREAKFAST IN AMERICA/Supertramp/$5.49

1

I

RICHMAN POORMAN MUSIC
966 Main Street
Bennington, VT 05201

...........

"'f""

/

For the first time, available only by mail with our exclusive 15 day defective
exchange policy, every LP & tape listed below is now on sale. Take advantage and
order now. It's easy--just check the box near the LP or tape you want, fill out the
name and address section of this cupon and mail the ENTIRE cupon to:

I

•

"'f""

•

...........

"'f""
~

7
8
9
10
11

45 Van Halen 11/ $5.49
46 MINUTE BY MINUTE/ The Doobie Bros./$5.99

MDf1I1S~O~i~~::~;$5:~j&iriN/C.Daniels/$5. 99

!i H1~'E~~l1t~~~~{H£~~?:~!~n/$5 · 49
50
51
52
53
54

RISQUE/Chic/$5.99
RUST NEVER SLEEPS/Niel Young/'5.99
MJDNIGHT MAGIC/Commodores/$5.1111
IN THROUGH
LOW
BUDGETTHE
/ The OUTDOOR/LedZeppelin/$5.99
Kinks/$5.49

~1~4 ~FEII~~~i{~:::~~r~~:::i::i:~an:;:~

99

~ ~~~fEl~~/J~~~!~re~~9w

58 BORN TO BE ALIVE/ P . Hernandez/ $5.49

!!17 ~~~N~~s;'6~:::;~~~:5.49
VOULEZ-VOUS/ABBA/$.549
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

STREET LIFE/Crusaders/ $5.49
THE MAIN EVENT/ Soundtrack/$5.99
OFF THE WALL/Michael Jackson/$5.99
THE CARS/$5.49
TEDDY/TeddyPendergrass/$5.99
CHEAPTRICKATBUDUKAN/$5.99
SECRETS/Robert Palmer/$5.99

Tl

DISCO NIGHT/CQ/$5.49
CHICAG013/Chicago/$5.99
BACK TO THE EGG/Wings/$5.99
STAYFREE/ Ashford&Simpson/$5 .99
GOFORWHATYOUKNOW/PatTravers/$5.49
DESOLATION ANGELS/BadCompany/5.49
NINE LIVES/REO Speedwagon/$5.99 I
LABOROFLUST/ NickLowe/$5.49
MINGUS/ Joni Mitchell/$5.99
DEVOTION/LTD/$5.49
HIGHWAYTOHELL/AC/Dc/$5.49
COMMINUQUE/Dire Straits/$5.99
SWITCH Il/Switch/$5.49
·
CHILDREN OF THE SUN/Billy Thorpe/$5.49

59
60
61
62
\

~ ~?::i~/k?n~i!c~p/Spep~[~n<fl:.:~$5. 49
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
:;

-- ··~•¥¥••••¥¥¥¥¥¥¥•••. --~~IB·E·"-M_~_~_m_~_ey_R_od_~_,_~_~

:
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

SPIRITSHAVINGFLOWN/BeeGees/
$5.99
LOOKSHARP/JoeJackson/$5.49
BOP TILL YOU DROP/Ry Cooder/$5.49
VAN HALEN/$5.49
~~~~~~~~;/~.~~er Cult/$5.49
FUTURE NOW /Pleasure/$5.49
PLEASUREANDPAIN/Dr. Hook/$5.49
REPEAT WHEN NECESSARY/ DaveEdmunds/$5.49
DO IT ALL/ Michael Henderson/$5.49
PIECES OF EIGHT /Styx/$5.49
NIGHT OWL/ Gerry Rafferty / $5.49
LEGEND/Poco/ $5_ 49
ANOTHERTASTE/TasteofHoney/ $5.99
LOVE DRIVE/Scorpion/$5.49
STATEOFSHOCK/TedN
/$5
ugent ·99

~~ :~~·~/~~:9Raydio/$5. 99

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

~~~~~~E~&~~~~~tk~~~::d!~$5 . 49

4.1 DYNASTY /Ki'IS/$5.49

EVOLUTION/Journey/$5.99
SLOW TRAIN COMINGi'Bob Dylan/$5.99
THE JUKES/Southside Johnny/$5.49
STRANGE MAN CHANGED MAN/B h Ch 'k
k /$5
'
ra m
a1 ovs y
.49
NILS/ Nils Lofgren/$5.49

MONOLITH/Kansas/ $5.99
HEARTBREAK/ CurtisMayfield/$5.49
SONGS OF LOVE / Anita Ward/$5 .49
Rachel Sweet/$5.49
KIDBLUE / LouiseGoffin/ $5.49
DO. YOU WANNA GO PARTY /K .C. & Band/$5.49
WHEN LOVE COMES CALLING/ Deniece Williams/$5.49
RUNNING LIKE THE WIND/Marshall Tucker/$5.49
DARK SIDE OF THE MOON/Pink Floyd/$5.49

~ ~?~~ ~~5rA1;~~i~~ns~~~~s::~y~d/$5.49

._._,_oo_'~-L-~-~-~-~-~-~-$5_·_··-·.·.·.·.l~~l-1.~·>··~

____
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editorials

The Noise Police wait
Durham wants to turn down UNH' s volume.
Board of Selectmen took the first
1 The town
steps in passing an ordinance. to eliminate "excessively, unnecessarily loud noise" -this week.
Their Noise Police lurk in the wings, waiting to
swoop down on students who play music too
loµdly.
Okay, occasionally music on campus is too
loud, buf compared to other campuses UNH is

quieter than a mouse in Hamilton Smith Chapel.
History Professor Hans Heilbronner said he has
noise pollution" in
complained about the
Durham for years. He said he has had to cancel
classes in the Horton Social Science Center
because of noise from Randall Hall.
Cancelling a class because of music is unfair to
the students. Closed windows may have solved
the problem.
Instead of imposing a repressive law, people

should ask students to turn down music if it's annoying. Fining or arresting someone for playing
. loud music is absurd.
The final vote for this ordinance comes up
. Monday at the Durham Board of Selectmen
meeting. We urge as many students as possible to
attend that meeting and give their side of the story
and try to dissuade the Selectmen.
Remember, the Noise Police wait.

Invite theJolks
Arena with jazz great Dizzie Gillespie. Or take
them to one of the good local eateries in
Portsmouth, Durham or Dover.
Go to tomorrow's football clash, when Dartmouth and UNH fight it out for the Granite State
chaqipionship. Give the folks a feel for what it's
like to be back in college.
It's not going to hurt to take one weekend and

This weekend is Parents' Weekend at UNH.
Why not invite the folks to Durham and give them
a taste of what's goi9g on at the college they're
sending you to .
Forsake the habitual weekend out with the boys
at the local watering spots and show the folks the
town. ·
Tonight you can catch a little music at Snively

pay attention to your parents. In a lot of ways,
your college means as much to them as it does to
you.
So hey, take a little time out and make Parent's
Weekend a success. Bring up the folks and show
them a good time. It's only once a year. And afterall, without your folks none of this would be
possible.

letters

Thanks
To the Editor:
I would like to thank the many
members of the campus community
for putting up with the inconveniences
caused by the electrical outages.

As you know, the electric work is the
result of the construction of a refusefired steam generator. This replaces
the present incinerator which is
polluting the air. It also provides a new
less expensive source of energy for the
campus.
The University, like every element
of society, is in the process of adjusting to the crucial demands for
reduced pollution and better energy
management. We all wish the adjustment process to be as smooth and
comfortable as possible. UnforEditor-In-Chief
Managing Editors

the
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tunately, it seems inevitable that there
be some disruptions to our daily lives
and maybe even permanent changes
in our life style.
The community thus far has not only
been cooperative and patient but
many members have also been very
actively supportive.
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Thank you again for all your help.
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This year, through changes in the
Service Department, the University
has a crew of people whose sole responsibility is to maintain the campus
ornamentals. Along with much needed
overhauling pf some of the shrub beds,
and elm tree removal, a good deal of
work went into adding a bit of color to
the campus by means of annual flower
beds . Such beds were put in by
Spaulding Life Science Building, near
College Road, two beds by Nesmith
Hall, (with the flowers being donated
by the Plant Science Dept. and the
Cooperative Extension Service), planters in front of the library, and two
beds in front of T-Hall.
We are proud of these beds. Judging
by the comments we received, the
time spent planting, watering, and
general maintenance was well worth
it.
Two weeks ago, to the existing color
at T-Hall, two beds of Mums were
planted. These can be found at the end

ter hurry because they are disappearing fast. Where there were once
flowers there are now holes.
In years gone by, vandilism like this
would have been covered up. The
grounds crew would start work at 7
a .m . and hy 8 or 9 a.m . put in a good effort at cleaning up the mess made the
night before (trees pulled out of the
ground or covered with toilet paper or
panties, broken beer bottles carpeting
sidewalks and parking lots, light poles
pulled out of the ground, etc.). Comments on how beautiful the campus is
describe a false Camelot.
Well, the bed looks a disaster :
broken flowers, picked flowers , and
holes. If I have my way the bed will
remain as it is - a mess, and a tribute
the selfish, unrulely beings that
populate this community. Let the
blame not fall on us (Person A commenting to person B, "The campus is
such a mess, doesn't anyone take care
of it anymore?") who are tired of
picking up after others. We have got
more productive things to do.

to

John L. Waitt
Ornamentals Leadworker
Dept. of Grounds & Roads

about letters
The New Hampshire accepts all responsibie letters to the editor

and prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter.
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500
·words in order to be printed. All letters are subje'!ted to minor
editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Har.pshire, Room 151,
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham,;,. .H. 03824.
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TRIVIA
/

By Stan Olshefski

. 1. What do the letters M*A *S*H* stand for?

2. In the show Mr. Ed, what is the horse's owner's name?
3. In the series All in the Family, where do the Bunkers live?
What happened to the female crew member in the movie Planet
of the Apes?
5. Name the Hitchcock thriller that stars Julie Andrews and Paul
Newman.
6. What is. the character name of the singer who needs the break
in the movie The Godfather?
7. What was Mic.key Mouse's original name7
8. What was Elizabeth Taylor's first movie?
1aaic1J\ IVUO!JVN ·g asnow .JaW!J
-..ww .f, aUJVJUO:I !iUUtfO[ ·9 UJVJ..ln:J u.iOJ. a11i .f; ·aSv pzo Jo paJp
a11s puv JUaWJ.JVdUW:J JtfS!J-..lJV .Jalf OJU! JOS -'!V ·p 1aa.JJS .JaSnVH f70f,
·r JSOd .JnqnM /VJ!dSOH. IV:JJS.Jn5 liW.JV auqow ·r :s.1aMsue aq.L

·z-

Dizzy Gi11E:spi£
&All That Jazz!!!

A Celebrity Series T-shirt ss·
on sale Memorial Union Ticket Office
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Acacia·
to ope,i
as dorni
_/

ACACIA

continued from page 3

The fraternity still owns the
building and will be signing a
lease to the University for a
period of three semesters. After
that time, Acacia will request
permission from UNH to move
into the house again.
Area · II Coordinator Gigi
· Simeone hired Janet Prince for
the part-time position of Hall
Director: Prince is a UNH
graduate anq was a resident
assistant in Stoke Hall as an undergraduate student.
''The building is small enough
that only a hall director will ~e
needed," Nagem said. "Prince
will be the only residence staff
member living at the house."
All the double rooms have bunk
beds, one closet .and shelves attached to the beds. A few of the
rooms have desks and only one
has a dresset.
The first ana second floor
bathrooms have at least three
sinks, three showers and two
toilets. The third floor is not
equipped with showers.
Although the Mill Road House
is leased for only three
semesters, Nagem said it will be
part of room draw next y~ .

R•
ITeMEClll
NEWMARKET, N.H.
(603) 659-6321

Liquor License - Dancing - Concerts
Appearing Fri. & Sat.

MEMPHIS
ROCKABILLY

i.nrt STEVE MARTIN

lr11n1 lh•· P r,r.1dw •'f 111

·· -.. .. 11 ..

,,.",11 ""'""""'ANIMAL Ht H ' ~l ..

Music from Elvis
Carl Perkins; Chuck Berry, etc .

Bill.MURRAY

. . ...L'I~-.......

Sunday 7-11 p.m.
Mercury Recording Artist

MARY McCASLIN
&JIMRINGER
Admission - $3.50

classified ads
lost and found
Lost: Blue courdoroy Levi jacket last seen In
McConnell 314, last Weds. afternoon.
Please call Michael 659-2098. 9/28

4 yr. old male St. Bernard needs a good
home. loving family, and lots of land
preferable. Either temporarily or permanently-Call and let's talk. Martha Byam-Flncke.
.
862-3612. 9/28

1 pair of Diane Von Furstenburg
~~~!s!~(,_lj~~6.~12 f1ease call. I can't seen

Engine & TransmlS§lon from Datsun B-210
Over Head Cam, 2 litter, low milage.
$125.00 Also rear axel lk springs suitable for
trailer. $35.00. 868-7382 10/5

LOST, one dark brown tobacco pouch, light
brown Interior. Contained small amount of
tobacco. If found call Hunter Hall 2-1590 Rm
307 ctsk for Steve 9/28

For Sale (Yard Sale) Neighborhood Yard
Sale: Several families. Househe>ld ~oods,

LOST - Cowboy Hat. White with brownish rim
left In a locker at the MUB the first 1week of
school. If found call 659-2052 or leave at the
Information desk In the MUB. I'd really like It
back. 9/28

1977 Kawasaki KH400 16,000 miles, 2 stroke,
3 cylinder Best offer over $750. Includes 2
helmuts, tools and manual. Can be seen
Wednesdays on Campus. Call Dave
enenlngs at 224-3547(Concord) 9/28

LOST at 8:00 am QUANT class Mee 208,
~~~l~ac!rT~'fv~xt~~tr~~." ~~f~~ ~~~Jim In 123 2-.

For Sale: Gas Clothes Dryer, good condition, ~50 . Call Norm at 862-1298 9/28

LOST -

1

Lost - my purse (made with seal fish skin) with
money lk two keys. If found Please return
keys to the Dean's office at Wlttemore
School or call 868-2629. 9/28

wanted

~t~'!t. ~i?n~~Y.t~~~i. ~g.il~-~~?JsLots o

good

~~~ ;:'t:!. A~~~a~R~hg~~~~~~~~-:ei~~~:
4

exhaust, Rt. rear fender damage, but
besides that real nice. $1000 or B.O. 8689715. Ask for Dean. 10/9 '

For Sale: 1966 Homette Mobile Home 10ft x
50 ft 2 bdrm unfurnished. Gas stove 8t
refrigerator Included. Unit must be moved.
~J!~~~ :2,ooo. Call Harry Barlow 862·

2

For Sale:Flnd a healthier youl Natural
Professional woman with two children ages -....cosemetlcs and Biodegradable household
6 & 4''2 wishes to share her home with
products available. Arso vitamins galore.
another professional woman/grad student
High qualltv. Low cost. Contact ~u~an
0
5
2
Fitzgerald 749-1830 (leave message).10/9

g~~~e ~~ R~ 4~s:~~f~trodn~~W ~~~~r~~~~

plus utilities. Call 659-~252 after 5:30 p .m .
Available Nov. 1, 1979. 10/9
Roomqte NEEDED-Durham, 2 bedroom apt.
located on a farm, 3 people need a fourth,

~n~l~~~~~'!'~t.~~~d~~;~:~~~ ~~::i~u!~ ~~?t
Available

~:~Fst~~~~er~~OC:~t~~dlto~:!~~o~~~~~°vb~

Contact lens Wearers. Save money on your
brand name hard or soft lens supplies. Send
for free Illustrated catalog. Contact Lens
~:if~~ ~: ~t:.r ~~1 E. Comelback, Phoenix,

fe~~~.s~P~~~ l~~~~~~~. b~?h~.c~~:,';~~7J~r~~

0

Im- '

Roommate Wanted at WEBSTER HOUSE.
Great locatlonl Phone 868-7191 . 9/28
2 roommates wanted, $60 per .month plus
util. Dover 742-2139. 10/2

for sale

~:~tso~~ti~r?eec~t~~~f~r~~~sa1f 1gir~~d~~r~

For Sale: BIC Beltdrlven turntable excellent
condition $60.00 call Bob 749-183110/2

~:sf~J'~~. i~fif~~9~~~~~. ~tg:~nder warranty.

B.F. Goodrich Radial T/A 4 tires, 20,000 miles,
$75 Before 11 AM or after 10 PM 431-8783
Cheryl9/28

For Sale Nikon FM Camera. Brand new w/
filter. $335.00 or B.O. Call Larry 868-2417
.
9/28
For Sale-Speakers, $90.00, 4 months old,
Call Mike 2·1584 or 868-9862, In Rm 327. 10/2

For Sale: 1976 Suzulkl GT 250 street bike.
5400 miles, excell. cond., new front& rear
spockets, chain and battery, $695. 659-2823
nights, 895-3031

For Sale: Tires, 2.,.Lee GT belted G78X15. Best
offer. Contact [Sandra Paradle 868-9754.
9/28
Memphis Electric Bass, New In ./uly w/ case,
strap, picks. $165. 862·3292 ask for Dave1 u11..:

(nelssle· Cross Country Skis and boots. 2 pair•
new sizes 9'h and 12, Ping Pong table and
asses. Fireplace tools and andirons. Call
742-2313 after 6 pm.
Motorcycle--1976 Yamaha 400 RD. Excellent
condition. Front/rear disc brakes, new tires,
new chair, 6 speed. A classic only $650. Call
btwn 2:00 9"ld 3:3p ~'!' ?64-5147 tRy~I :ms .

1970 Buick Electra 15 MPG, superb c~r:i
dltlon, every conce1vao1e option. Runs perfectly, must sell leaving country. Call Andy
at 868-7476, Keep trylng.9/29
For Sale:Ll Bean Maine Hunting Shoes with
Innersole. 8" Men's 9 M. Almost new, $30.00
(207)646-5321. 9/28

.

~~r;~~f~~~·iJo~~8 1~f9ge.

Help Wanted: Part-time work, $90.00 per
week offers Flexible hours, possible credits.
Must be 18-neat-car. Call 868-1228 9 am1 pm ONLY. 9/28.
Needed: Part-time gymnastic teachers; am

TYPING IBM Selectric 22 yrs. exp. Dissertations, reports, resumes, theses. 749-2692
• .•
• 1,0/5

..

~~~~a ~~w~s~.' ~m8 ~t~!~ ~~8~it'i"~gP;a~~~<?~
~~~~~o~e i'~~b~~:si.~ . [~~,~~is semester.

For Rent - Located on Lamprey rlver, (swim·
mrng, fishing) 3 miles from UNH, on K·van
route, modern 3 bedroom house to share,

personals
~~~~~~~n~~f~b~~~~I ~h~1°a~i~~8~1~~~~f1°o~

01

11
~~~!rt~;.!fr~eJ>oa~~~ ft'. ~~~i ~o~ ~~~~11~.um:

Square Dance at St. Thomas Moore Student
Center-Friday, Oct. 5 starting at 8:00 pm
Featuring the LAST CHANCE SPRING BAND.
You don't have to know how to dance!
Refreshments served. Open to all 9/28
Happy Birthday, Ann You're legal now. I
hope your parents will say yes to the
relationship I have to offer you. Don't go

ffi': ..
~~~~;r,~~:.:r~!f2J~~,fiuirg~~~~~~~:,v~and
Help Wanted: Part time female-male attendant wonted for self serve gas station. Ap~~~~ rfif.r~gi to Old Colony on Rt 101 StratEARN MONEYI Sell famous Avon Products
and earn high commission. Representatives
needed In dorms and territories. Phone or
write Gen Smith, 9 Concord Way Dover, NH
03820. 742-666610/9
Money Problems? Avon can help yoo:-rfopresentatlves neeaed 1ma1e or female) In Durham-lee-Dover. Earn 40 percent commls·
slon plus benefits. Phone Gen Smith 742·
6666. 10/30

HELP! Interested Students needed to work on
TRANSFER ORIENTATION and TRANSFER PROGRAMS. Please stop by the Commuter Center, Room 136 In the MUB. See Gwenn, Sue
or Martha or call 862-3612. 10/2

Dee-So how does it feel to be 20???Better
than last Fri.? Even though you weren't im·
moral this time, you did hove a good time at
Pike! Heres to: Gin St Tonics, Quarts of Bud,
Amarretto Sours, Thumper (your favorite
game), Kay McConnell, Blondie , C .B.' s,
open drawers, jean jackets, doln' it, King
soopers, and lunch at the New England
Center. WE LOVE YOU!!l9/28

5456.10/9

You can choose your baby's sex now!
FREE Information. American Sex Determiner
2141 Melrose Court, Suite 11'8, Norman, OK
73069. 10/9

Public Safety Division (Service Building)
file with Capt. Guy Mermet or Assistant Dir·
ector, Dick Adler. ·1015

SENIORS! Don't miss on the chance to hove
YOUR portrait included in the 1980 year·
book . Sign up in The Granite office Rm. 125
MUB 8-4 daily. 9/28

"No Nuke students. Earn extra cash selling
five color silkscreened alternative energy

f~~~~~~in~~~~~ ~~~b~~~~~:,ir2~ou ore. '!

1

Jenny-Happy Birthday! This is your defen·
dorfter day! (But if you spill any more drinks
YOU'RE cleaning them up) Rose, Ellen, Eb·
bsy, Brucey, Bubs, Clair, and Donna. Hove
tun! 9/28

UNH $40. weekly utilities included Immediate occupancy tor special person. Privacy
respected. Call 926-5296 . 10/2

~~db~1r::/;~;;~~0°~ ~r~h~eJ1!':~~~1'g~~

Sports Academy, Madbury! 742-9000. 10/2

GOODMORNING Connie. Beckv. Chris. Ellen.
Heidi , Jeon and Nancy. Hope you enjoyed
our early morning exercises. "umor has it
that SA WYER men love women in pajamas.
Now that you have proved yourselves to
McLAUGHLIN 1st, · remember, Good Girls
Don't ... but we do! Love; The Wild Women
PS Don't forget Happy Hour-go for lt!!9/28

WILDCATS· Be Victorious over Dartmouth!
We know you can do it. Love , the
Cheerleaders. 9/28

For more Info.,

Mending Done--seoms, patches, zippers,
buttons, hemming & hand work. Coll Rose
OR Mary 868-7342. 10/2

Hey Jod, i know it's only September, but i'm
wicked psyched tor Thanksgiving! North
Carolina will be great! I want you to go-we'll
have a super time. Hope all works out. love,
DSA. 9/28

To Rent-To Student, teacher, professional
person. Large furnished room, part of chor-

Fast er~orless typing of your manuscript.
$.80/I;>age includes pickup and delivery,
~~~U!,°cfs~~ ·oJ:' 111 332-8450 evenings and

For Sale AMF Moped 1 H.P. 150 MPG,
$200.00. Call 742-5952 after 4:30. 101.s

services

Two bedroom Apt. for rent in Dover. 230/
month, available Oct. 6. On Kari-van rt.
Coll742·1221.10/9

~~~°o~1~b1e~~!~:i~'6~i 1i:~~;1 . 91:f°sits

help wanted

YAMAHA 12-strlng guitar, good condition.
$ 70.00 Call 659-5913. 1 ~/5

Studior apt. Newmarket, 185.00/mo. incl.
utilities. On Korlvan rt., avail Oct 1. Robin
day 862-2474, nite 659-2425. 9/28

For Rent· room In quiet home. Near campus
No kitchen prlvllages, no pets, no smoking.
S:.!t>/wk. Ava11ao1e remainaer of semester.
Tom or B~tsl 868-7382 . 10/5

Realistic 1000 Turntable with diamond
stylus, speakers lk receiver cost $475, sell
$200, Sofa-bed-$90, matching chalr·rocker
40, arm 30, 2 lamps lk tables 50. 749-4170 after 5 pm. 9/28

American Alrlln 50 percent off coupon for
sale. Price negotiable. Call Janet 868-9662
or2·1163.9/28

for rent

for a con·

:e°n~~~~·a~Cb?:.~:~:'. 1i~~-4088

Hemming, repair work, and alterations, No
job to small. Call for reasonable rotes 742·
7066. 10/5

1972 Suzuki T500, Knelsell Compcat $175
Skils with Bindings and Poles. Best Q._ffer, 659·
2156, 6595666.9128

1

Federer, US Forest Service, 868-5576 . 10/5.

~ril~~e~~s~~g~~~~h~:Rtfn~~~~~~i~i~~t~~C:r!:

PASSPORT PHOTOS--lnstant Color Passport
Photos ready whOe you wait. Richardson
Photographic service. call 742-4211 for appointment. 12/14

74 Chevy caprice 2 dr. hardtop, AM·FM
stereo-air-excellent mechanical condition,
some rusts. $1195.00 Call 736-9241 after 4
·
pm.10/9

For Sale:Sansull 4000 AMP 45'watts/CH., dual
1215 turntable, Fisher XP-73 speakers (2),
Pansonlc Cassette Player-recorder. Good
condition $550. Call Steve at 742-1485 after
9pm.10/2

nitrogen availability in forest soils. Weighing
samples, assisting In chemical analysis, preparing necessary glassware, and data

1

Professi6nol typing ~t its best. Unlverstiy
Secretarial AssodntAs. IBM CORRECTING
SELECTRIC, CH9J9~ 9F STYLE.• PITCH: SPELLIN<;
PUNCTUATION , GRAMMAR CORRECTED.
Reasonable rates for superior quality.
Diana
Teacher/Secretary,
Business
'
Schuman 742-4858. _10/2

For Sale:BSR 500A Turntable $50, EMS undivided Backpacker pack $35, TENSOR 1000
Tennis Racket $20. Marc 659-347410/2

roommates

Paul or Bob 659-2052
mediately. 9/28

Lanscaping and Yardwork by down-In-themouth graduate student with 5 years experience tolling the "fields of Infamy" . Call
Pot at 868-2972. 10/2

ATO Invites all men to an open rush Tuesday
the 25th and Thursday the 27th, come meet
the brothers of Alphcr Tau Omega on Main
:meet.
To the groovy chicks at 13 MILL ROAD .... .. .
Here's to the best housemates ever. Love,
}he house Bomar and moolightlng typist.
Senior Key: Important meeting Wednesday
october 3, 9:{5 pm, Hillsborough Room tn'
the MUB. Agenda will Include ring sales and
•
graduation. Please be therelll!
To the GENTLEMEN of En~ehardt 3rd: Thank
e appreciate It!

Spotty, You ' re sweet. Did you forget about

~~~~~~ ~~.~~~~~~~~· ~~~is·;~ ~~~·~·01~~

10/15, 'hawk'l]Jv_games, Sem II in the quad,
1O yrs, Stairway to Heave A, 11 months plus,
let's make It a year. lch Hebe dlch. Ralphie.
9/28
To B and B·-the bestest "housemotes" in the
world··from the 3 or 4 day visitor-·! appreciate the pasta, the conversation and
the friendship-thanks. Love, J. 9/2&
Poul Keegan- What is the weather like In
D.C .? It's getting chilly up here. Football
type weather you know? We are expecting
you for homecoming! Keep smiling! G .M.
9/28

sir~~~·~W~~~ ~~ ~gs~?eftf~~r ~%~~~~~?~~~
1

8

were recovering from an OD of tacos,
magic squares, and frogurt pie ... will they
live to see the weekend ... we'll know on
Tuesday.

:!:~~ti';~~~~o;oi~~w~~ft ~~~ah9oi~u~~~~=

you soon. If you're ever around MUB, stop
by r.oom 108 and say hit Gin 9/28

b~~ 1 ~~~sr;, 2~pology.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Send $1 .00 for your

Hey Buns, the password Is sex for ChiP. Treak.
Gey psyched to go nuts .at lob. Don t forget
to check the apparatus and to bring fhe
Devil Dogs! love David Bowle. 9/28

California, 90025. (213)477-8226.12/14

E.H. your as beautiful as the stars In the
water, the stars In the skies, and the stars in
your eyes. Love Red and White Roses 9/28
Jaynl lk Darlene-If yo·u can put up with
Springsteen, then I can learn to love Eiffel
Towers and Teddy 8e.a(s. 9128

~8~2~~poepi~~:~i~~ if~x ~~~;~~.tfo~~~g~f~

SPLISH: Yc;;u always seem to amaze me.
When In the world will it all end? Not soon, I
hope. Best of luck dancing. You know I
_
_
won't be far away. Splash
To a Victim ofAncestral Insanity:
to be kultured, too! let's do it!

I _want
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Draft Kennedy movement. comes to campus
KENNEDY
continued from page 3
sa!d. .
The Students to Draft Kennedy
Committee held its first meeting
last Wednesday, and although
only 14 students attended, Cox
was not dissappointed with the
turnout. He said it was encouraging considering the
meeting received little publicity,
and the campus movement is still
in its infancy.
Jenkinson is planning another

meeting for early October, when
plans -for door-to-door can':a.ssing, voter registration
drives, and guest speakers will be
discussed.
The draft-Kennedy cards are
the movement's main fund
raiser. Supporters buy books of
five cards and send one to Kennedy, urging him to run. The
remaining cards are then sold to
other voters.
Jenkinson has plans for
establishing a campus coor-

dinator and dorm coordinators to
boost the local movement.
The campus draft-Kenn·edy
movement is part of the statewide campaign that was started
by Dudley back in January.
- A small group involved in New
Hampshire politics decided that
President Carter's chances for
re-election were diminishing,
said Dudley. She said no single
issue set her against Carter, but
rather she said she sensed a
"process of erosion and disap"'

pointment," with Carter's
presidency.
Up until the summer, her efforts were largely exploratory, she
said, but she said she realized
that Democratic solidarity was

eroding, and that only Kennedy
"is the unifying factor now."
Jenkinson said he was hired
full-time in July, and according
to Dudley, the exploratory committee became more active in
trying to draft Kennedy.

Flythe jet set.

KODAK
Color 8 by 10 Enlargements

Order.three,
one is free!

·

. Beautiful KODAK Color Enlargements of your favorite

sn~pshots, instant prints, color slides, or KODACOLOR
negatives make ~reat gifts, or decorative accents for your

home or office.
And now is the time to order them.
Because when you order three, you
pay for only two. The third one is free!
Stop in .tor complete details, but hurry,
thrs special offer ends Oct. 3 ·

L_.. ~~~;a~~~'9-"""><==

Town and Campus
Main St. Durham

Fly Marine.
If you want to fly we can get you off
the ground. Our PLC Air Program
guarantees flight school after basic.
training. Our Marine Corps Officer
Selection Officers will be visiting
your campus to answer questions about
the Marine Corps Officer Programs. If
you want to talk to us before our visit
call us now at (617) 223-2914.

h£ WILl BE 00 U'V"PUS

3-4 CCI10BER 1979

S'IUDENT ill\JION

MUSO Presents:
Sublimal Seduction
A Lecture and Slide Show.By
Dr. Wilson Brian Key
Author of Sublirilal Seduction and
Media Exploitation

The gir~ in this ad for Clairol Herbal Essence Shampoo is shown reaching
out to grab two flowers growing on either side of the pool both shaped
'
like penises, said Dr. Key.

Monday October 8, 8:00
Granite State Room, MUB
Tickets Available MUB Ticket Office
Students S1.00 Non Students $3.00

Need a Shirt?
Now's The Time!
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Volleyball

---~
1n.1cs----------------------.--------------------------co
by Jeff MacNel/y
Shoe

(his is lJild Win.f~ sptnnin~
some ~a.x a.-l l.J}{LJR. Now here:S- ... uh .. . u.h ...

UNH Coach Jane Job was
equally disappoi:9ted. "I know we
have the talent. We've just got to
get it together.''
This weekend the volleyballers
travel to Hartford, where they
will compete in the Central Connecticut State College Tournament. There will be 12 teams
competing, with six teams in
each pool.
"We have to rebound this
weekend,'' said Casey. ''Our
season has to turn around here.''
Coach Job looks to have tough
matches from Yale, Springfield
College and Southern Connecticut
State College.

Nevet"

D.:J.'.r

TBS

cou.ld f:9ure how those
read. 7-he fHle wffni1le

r-ecord. 9oi n rou.ncl Jr~~
1

TBS
continued from page 12
Feb.l.
Shakespeare's "Othello" will
open on Feb. 29. On March 28, last
season's Pulitzer Prize-winning
comedy "The pin Game" will
open. A two-character play from
London, D. L. Coburn's poignant
and funny story about the neverending need for love and human
'contact, involves an elderly
couple who struggles with what is
happening to its generation.
Tickets are available from
Theatre by the Sea for the
special production of "Godspell"
· and the season's six other plays.
Call 431-5846 or 431-6660 to find out
about their charter subscription
offer and the new special for
students' budgets-six plays foF
~ and a 10 j>ercent discount at
participating area restaurants.

af.
+n_

FOREIGN STUDY SCHOLARSHIPS/GRANTS

·REBE-ARCH PAPERS
10,250 on File -

continued from page 19

by Crai2 White

State _ _ _ _ ,.------------He~ a. ll ~ o u bea~f (-fu(
peo (e in \adio )and?

VOLLEY HALL

All Academic Subjects

NORK STUD:' .
STUDENT(S)
NEEDED

.DEADLINE

GRANT

Nov. 1st
§American Scandinavian Foundation
Oct. 22nd
§ Marshall
. ,_
The Health Administration
§
Oct. 31st
aFulbright/ITT
Planning Program of th
Nov.1st · § School of Health Studies i
§ Rhodes

Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 306-page mail order catalog.

ACADEMIC RESEARCH
P.O. BOX 24873
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

seeking 1 or 2 students to fil
clerk-typist position(s(. W
would like one student for 2
hours per week or two studen
ts for 10 hours each.
QUALIFICATIONS:typing 50
WPM, use office machines
(Xerox, ditto, and mimeo),
. answer phone, and other
tasks as required.
PAY RATE: $3.15 per hour
Please call 862-2733 before
2:00 p.m. for more information.

§.. Applications and information available in ~
§ Advising Center, Room 111, Murkland Hall. i

------------------------------------------------------NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

FINAL WEEK! .
ZIP

STATE

"AUDIENCES WILL SIMPLY
CHERISH 'BREAKING AWAY'."

~------------------------------------------------------

R1cnaro Schickel TI ME MAGAZIN E

BREAKING

Dover Auto
Supply .

@utting @halet

ii

1

.. •.•

ADULTS $1 .50 - FAMIL Y $3 .00
17 AND UNDER $1.00

Mitchell Road
Nottin-gham, N.H.

Phone: (603) 659- 2943 Tues . - Fri.

Lee Traffic Circle,

lt

**
**
**
**
**
-1

• l

! ,.

*

MEATBALLS
Turn right at sign

2 miles 125 South

~~

BlllMURRAY

Hairstyling $8, reg. $10

"Discount to UNH Students"
Visa
Personal Checks

f

6:30&8:45

Welcome back special thru Oct.
with UNH I.D. 's

(formerly Smitty's Sunoco)

~

DISCOUNT
PRICES

•PRECISION HAIRCU T TING•

We have moved from our Main St. Store!
Our new location is at:
32 Dover Rd., Durham

....

;,~~

MARGARET BARTLETT"
Former Manager
Great Expectations

We have a large selection of
White Lightning Auto Body filler.
Many other auto body tools
and materials in stock NOW.
Auto body undercoating for
Preserving your car from rust
Car manuals for the do-it-yourselfer
Just in: Great Reflections Car·Wax
by DuPont

'

~-

Next "Muppet Movie"

*

Franklin Theatre

**
**
**
***

announces

Wednesday Is
Dollar Nite At
The Movies! !
Starting Oct. 10th
and every following
Wednesday through December

*.,,..

f

l"'

...

•

• • • • • • • f-

1

I

,

'

•
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'

1
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•

~
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:

MUB PUB

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS

FIRST 50
PEOPLE ADMITTED
EACHNITE
FREE WITH
THIS AI!

:
1
1
1
1

:
I
I

••1
:
I

!
1

-Come Enjoy-

I

I
I••

8 p.m.-closing

Public Affairs Director:
Will organize public affairs dept. and
manage small staff and budget.
must be self-starter and able
to work with and motivate others
\

Studio Engineers:
Experience Helpful, enthusiasm a must.
Duties include regular studio maintenance
and assisting chief engineer. ·

INTERESTED?
See MattCegelis
WUNH Program Director
Rm. 142 of MUB 1

------------------------

-~
-S=

Somersworth Datsun-Somersworth Datsun Somersworth Datsun-SomerswortJ;

~

Somersworth
Datsun .

-=

S

r;/ We Now Have the 1980~s
.Q~
In Stock!
~

s.

For Best Selection .... §
Hurry Over!
~Q
Some 1979 Leftovers ;s
I

!

Save!Save!Sa ve!

!

§

Rt. 16 Somersworth, N .H.

§

~

~

692-5200

=

~

~

Q~

~

-=

~
--

Turnpike

S

s~

~

~

E Dover

~

=
=
Q

~
.....

~

Q.)

-=
~

Central

Ave .

Q.)

S

00

00
1

Somersworth Datsun-SQmersworth Datsun : Somersworth Datsun-·s omersworth
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UNH hooters Win,4-1
·SOCCER

continued from page 20
The goal was set up by
sophomore halfback Doug Simon.
Simon beat a Gordon defender to
the ball at midfield, carried it to
the penalty area, beating one
man along the way, and then
passed to Mike Cloutier who shot

..

a bouncer into the lower right,
past keeper Dave Carey.
~ Cloutier
was
everywhere
during the game, ranging up and
down the field, stealing balls and
setting up offensive drives. He
took 13 shots and scored three
goals in the game.
Cloutier's second goal was
setup by fresb._man halfback ScC?tt

·:- : ....... •..~ ...• ... ; .............................. ~. ·- ~ .......... ~- -~

~

Men's & Women's hairstyling at

Reither. Reither, who carried the
ball down the left wing, cut inside
with it beating one man, and
passed off to Dick Kiernan. Kiernan layed the ball off to Cloutier
who turned and fired it into the
lower right.
With ten minutes left to play
and the score 3-1, Gordon finally
died and Cloutier scored once
more, off a corner kick, before
the game ended.
Kullen was generally pleased
with the team after the game but
said that, "I don't believe we've
actually played up to our potential since the first half of the BU
game. But it's more fun to win
and I hope these kids have a better taste in their mouths today.''

N etmeil lose, 7 -2
MEN'S TENNIS
continued from page 19
"I thought that it was outstanding to win like that," said Berry,
"after the match was decided.

Follow all the UNH spor.ts
in The New Hampshire

Netwomen win third

..

.

Thats where pride steps in."
On an upbeat note Berry saw
"some good things" and he added
that "we're playing more
aggressively, going to the net
very well."

•
Ill

a row

registered 6-1, 6-1 victories.
Sue Petullo and Celeste
Beliveau played a fotJrth doubles
match against two other Bowdoin
opponents for "seasoning" and
won that as well 6-2, 6-3, but it
was not counted in the 'm atch.
"The doubles situation has
come on strong;" said UNH
coach Joyce Mills. "We have a lot
of depth in the third and fourth
spots."

Susie Mead, Pam Dey, and
Jackie Isgar all won in straight
sets in the fourth, fifth and sixth
seeds respectively. But the unexpected trouble came in the top of
the order from Bowdoin.
UNH first seed Lori Holmes
struggled through a 7-6 tie
~REbreaking win before settling
'tXr
down to take the second set 6-3
againstBowdoin'sMegMcClean.
"I finally caught on to her
. .:. •. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . ...
play," explained Holmes at about
-j"--iiilliilliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiliiliilliiim~m-•••••••llli·•••••~•••••••lllll•••••••••••••llllthe
length of the first set. "She hit
I
a lot of spin and drop shots. Once
I realized it, I could play much
better."
.
.
Peggy Schmidt also won in two
matches but was also taken to tie
breaker, this time in the second
set before winning 7-6, 6-0. "I had
started to relax after the first
set,'' said Schmidt, ''then I had to
fight back.''
The day's upset came in a long
three set match that ended with
UNH's solid hitting Pam Smith
getting up-ended 4-6, 6-2, 6-1, by
Carrie Munger.
"After the first set, I decided to ·
play smarter tennis,'' said
Munger. "I had to hit deeper
shots and cross courts .. If I kept
her running, she'd nit a shallow
shot that I could get to."
...

NETWOMEN
continued from page 20

...

DKEN®

'

Prod.Uc.t s Av-ai·labl·e

~NH

.

Celebrity Series
Dizzy Gillespie

& all that jazz!!! !

*

~**************

8 p.m. Friday, September 28
Snively Arena

;

*
;
*
*
·;*
*

Dizzy Gillespie, the elder statesman of
jazz, will play music for all
gen.e rations with his own combo and
a big band rehearsed by David Seiler,
director of the UNH Jazz Band.

;

Nordic World
Nordic Skiing
Soccer World
Magazines

;

*

;

*

~

$1.25 .

**

Durham Bike
M-F 9:30-5:00
Sat. 9:30-1 :00
868-5634

;

*
*

t*************!

Combo
Ed Cherry, Guitar
Mike Howell, Bass
Mike Kerwin, Drums
Big Band
Trombones
Snxo~nones
Tom Huling
1cGardzena
Eddie Madden
Don Heider
Howard Rossett
· Charlie Jennison
Peter Steucek
John Morneau
Rhythm
David Seiler
Joe simon, Piano
Trumpets
Paul Verrette, Piano
Cnr1SErbe
Brian Rolland, Guitar
John Furman
John Hunter, Bass
Billy Gaudet
Ray Brunel, Percussion
TomPalance
Paul Heckel, Percussion
Mike Straw

Silk Screen

T-Shirts
by

T-Shirt Tycoon
3 Suzanne Drive
Portsmouth, N .H.
431-7831

Students $4.50
in Advance

JOGGING SHOES

General & All at
the door $6.50

MUB Ticket Office
10 a.m.-4 p.m weekdays

I

BROOKS VANTAGE
SUPREME $31.95
BROOKS VANTAGE
MENS & WOMENS $26.95
BOTHRATED5*iNR.W.

Parents Weekend !!!!
September 28, 29, and 30

DURHAM BIKE
M-F 9:3o-s:oo
Sat 9:30-1 :00
86'. 5634

~,

I

.. "' .

.

....

t '

•

-

-
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Bowes, Yukica meet for first time

Blue , Gree n clash
By Dana Jennings
junior fullback Jeff Dufresne and
UNH and Dartmouth fight it junior·split end Dave Shula.
out at Cowell Stadium tomorrow
Dufresne was an All-Ivy firstat 1: 30 for the championship of team selection last year. He
the Granite State. It's enough to rushed for 730 yards and eight
make the Old Man of the Moun- touchdowns, both team highs.
tain smile.
While Dufresne pounded it out on.
into the ground, Shula caught passes,
goes
team
Each
tomorrow's game coming off lots of them.
Shula was also an All-Ivy firstof decisive losses. Dartmouth
bowed to Princeton last week, 16- team selection as he caught 49
0, while UNH was beaten by passes for 656 yards. ''Shula is
one of our key players," said
Boston University, 41-28.
Both teams feature a blend of Dartmouth coach Joe Yukica.
running and passing, but UNH "He only caught two passes in the ·
coach Bill Bowes said the Wild- · opener."
cats have to be ready for
Bowes said UNH has to be conanything.
cerned about Shula. "He's the
"They make enough offensive guy they go to in critical
changes each week that you can't situations." he said.
Yukica said Dartmouth has to·
prepare for," Bowes said. "We
have to be on guard.''
move the ball this week. "We
The Big Green offense is led b~ - were nine for 23 ~ssing last

•
Ill

week," he said, "and our total
yardage was under 200 yards."
With the graduation of Buddv
Teevens, the _quarterback position
is a question for Dartmouth. Last
week, Jeff Kemp started for the
Green. It was his first varsity
game.
"You have to watch out for
Kemp" Bowes said "he's a
'
scramhler. ''
The UNH offense features a
balanced attack with the running
of tailbacks Bill Coleman and
Jim Quinn, and the passing of
senior Tom Leavitt.
Last week, Quinn rushed for 107
yards in 16 carries, while Leavitt
completed 15 of 29 passes for 263
yards.
Yukica said his defense
couldn't really afford to concentrate on one aspect of the UNH ~f-

state .rival ry
fense. "It's pretty evenly
mixed," he said.
The Dartmouth defense doesn't
have a standout, according to
Yukica. It's more team oriented,
he said.
"They seem to take away the
deep pass pretty well,'' said
Bowes. "They get good depth.
The secondary is well-schooled
.
against the pass."
A big blow for the UNH offense
is that sophomore center Matt
Kurylo is out for the season with a
torn knee ligament. He injured
the knee at practice Wednesday.
He'll be replaced by sophomore
Greg Stilphen.
Even though Boston University
scored 41 points last week, Bowes
said he isn't making _any defensive changes.
"There's no reason to make

wholesale changes," said Bowes.
"It's just a matter of going out
there and playing like we're
capab~e of doing.
Wildcat Notes: Tomorrow's
game is the first time that
coaches Bowes and Yukica have
faced each other. Bowes was one
of Yuki ca 's assistants when
Yukica was head ·coach at UNH
in the '60s and at Boston
College ... Two Dartmouth players
are the sons of former pro football players. Jeff Kemp is the son
of former Buffalo Bills quarterback Kack Kemp, who is now a
US Representative. Dave Shula is
the son of Miami Dolphins coach
Don Shula ... UNH is 1-17 against
Dartmouth. Dartmouth beat
UNH 24-13 in their last meeting,
in 1976.

Cloutier scores hat trick
1:1., tffe new hampshire

:·sport s

Boote rs rebou nd with

•
Will

By George Hayner
ability to use offensively by with the score at 1-1.
In the second half, UNH's
The UNH soccer tea·m evened heading in a corner kick from
aggressiveness began to tell upon
its record to 2-2, Wednesday by Patrick Udeh.
downing Gordon College, 4-1, in
But Gordon retaliated almost the Gordon team and after five
more evenly fought match than
immediately when a chest high minutes of play Gordon allowed
chip from Gordon's Dave Mc- another goal.
the score would indicate.
Cracken was deflected into the
Tomorrow, the Wildcats travel
UNH net by teammate Paul
to Brandeis University. Last year
Holbrook. The first half ended SOCCER, page 18
UNH beat the powerful Division
Ill Brandeis team, 2-1. UNH
coach Bob Kullen expects
another "tough game'.' again this
year.
In Wednesday's game, Gordor.
College, a solid Division II club,
showed intelligence, skill and
hustle but they were overpowered by the physical UNH
very
were
"We
team.
the only setbacks of the day
By Gerry Miles
aggressive," Kullen admitted aflosing 3-6, 0-6, and 3-6, 4-6 respecThe UNH women's tennis team
ter the game. "The kids have
been very frustrated (by their remained unbeaten with a 7-2 vic- tively.
Peggy Schmidt and Susie Mead
two recent losses) and there were tory over Springfield College
both remained undefeated on the
yesterday in Springfield.
some uncalled for fouls.'.'
season with easy wins over the
On Tuesday, the women had
Both teams worked the ball
Chiefs' Kim Hatch and Diane
one touch passing, beating downed Bowdoi11 8-1. The pair of
Junior forward Gaby Haroules notched a hat trick Wednesday well,
one-on-one, switching the at- victories boosts the netwomen's · Geitzeg. ~
when UNH trounced Bowdoin, 7-0. Today, the Wildcats host men
Jackie Isgar won her second
tack from wing to wing and record to 3-0. They'll try to up the
Boston University at 3:30 on Memorial Field. (Nancy Hobbs finishine
straignt match for a 2-1 season
with ~ood shots. The mark Monday when they travel
photo)
game's balance was reflected in to Storrs, Connecticut, for a 3 record after taking the last two
sets in a three set match 4-6, 6-4,
the number of shots each team p.m. match against UConn.
7-5.
The doubles continued to be the
took in the first half: Gordon 17,
Celeste Beliveau won her first
most effective part of the order
UNH19.
a_gainst
match
UNH got .its first goal when sweeping their end, all in straight collegiate
Maureen O'Connor, but not
Mike sets.
fullback
soohomore
First and second seeds Lori
Colburn, . who routinely wfns
head balls for the defense, put his Holmes and Pam Smith suffered NETWOMEN, page 18
·
By Jill Arabas
After coming off a 7-0 bombardment of Bowdoin on Tuesday, the
UNH women's field hockey team is after its third straight win
today as they battle Boston University is a 3:30 hQme start.
The undefeated stickwomen have compiled 10 goals this season,
while netminder kelly Stone has recorded two shutouts. Junior forward Gaby Haroules has scored four of the ten goals.
Gerry
Tom
Dana
"Old
Lee
Tuesday, Haroules picked up her first hat trick of the year, while
Miles
Lynch
Jennings
Grad"
Hunsaker
forwards Donna Modini and Patti Foster also scored to give them
two goals each on the season.
UNH put together a strong offensive attack in the game,
Dartmouth at
Dart by 10
UNHby3
Dart by 3
UNHbylO
penetrating the weak Bowdoin defense and taking advantage of
New Hampshire UNHby 1
many opponent fouls.
Backfielders Janet Cope, Laurie Lagasse and Shelly Lively held
Boston Univ. at
together in the backfield, while midfielders Cheryl Murtagh, Laura
BU by 14
BUby7
BU by lO
BU by 13
BU by 16
Northeastern
UNH
of
out
ball
the
keep
to
Johnson and Carla Hesler combined
territory.
Connecticut at
The first tally of the game came at 3:45 of the first quarter when
Yale by 10
Yale by 14
Yale by 7
Yale by 9
Yale by 10
Yale
Haroules registered her second goal this season. Patti Foster
followed at the eight minute mark with her second season tally, and
Central Conn. at
Haroules put in number two at 18:20.
Maine by3 Maine by 14 !Maine by 17 Maine by 6
Maine by 14
Joannie Mc Williams raised the margin to 4-0 with six minutes left
Maine
in the half, as she sent in a score from the left side. The score
remained there until the second half, when Haroules scored early
Massachusetts at
Harv by 7
Mass by 7
to complete her hat trick and boost the score to 5-0.
Harv by 7
UMass by3 Harv by 6
Harvard
The final tallies came within one minute of each other, as Donna
Modini put in both at the 29 and 30 minute marks of the half.
Rhode Island at
UNH Coach Jean Rilling was very pleased with the overall perBrown by 10 Brown by 3 Brown by 1 Brown by 3
Brown by 7
Brown
formance of the team. "We were obviously the dominant tam," she
.
said. "We won because of overall speed and skill."
Pennsylvania at
There were some critical calls against UNH, however, which
Lehigh by 2 Lehigh by 7 !Lehigh by 20 Lehigh by 13
Lehigh by 7
might have been costly against a better team.
Lehigh
"I still want to reduce the errors," she noted, "especially in the
critical area. Offsides is unacceptable--that has to go."
Boston College at
Stan by 7
The team improved its passing from the Harvard game, ~he said,
Stan by 17
Stan by 13 Stan by 14
BC by 1
Stanford
but fouls against the Wildcats on Tuesday caused four first-half
.
. .
.
4-4
goals to be disallowed.
4-4
3-5
Last Week:
5-3
4-4
"But I have full confidence," said Rillmg, "that if we keep
12-7, .631
12-7, .631
Season:
12-7, .631
11-8~ .578
12-7, .631
reducing our weaknesses and improving our strengths, we will be
set."

Wome n's tennis
dowils Spring field

Stickw omen romp
over ~owdoin, 7-0

mornin g line

